Date: September 28, 2022

To: Community Members of the Hoopa Indian Reservation.

From: Hoopa Tribal Forestry

Subject: Prescribed Burning

Hoopa Valley Tribal Forestry plans to begin prescribed burning on October 5, 2022. Burning will continue until the weather conditions are no longer favorable. Prescribed burning will occur in logged harvest units and hazardous fuels projects in the Pine Creek, Supply Creek, Hostler Creek, Bull Creek, Mill Creek, Tish Tang Creek and Trinity River drainages.

Prescribed burning is being conducted for site preparation for tree planting on timber sales, Prairie restoration project, cultural burning for bear grass, and hazel and hazardous fuels reduction on Cal Fire and post fire projects. Burning will be conducted from October 5, 2022 through May 15, 2023 when conditions are favorable. Burning includes tractor piles and broadcast/understory burning on timber sales, understory burning on cultural projects and hand piles and tractor piles on fuels reduction projects.

If you would like more information on the timing or location of prescribed burns contact Kevin Lane at 625-4284, ext. 113.

IMPORTANT!!